Valve Packages
Pipes, fittings, valves, actuators and valve control systems.
Brødrene Dahl

Walls & Ceilings
Lightweight non-combustible walls and ceilings. Saint-Gobain Coating Solutions

Coating Solutions
Thermal spray equipment to protect against corrosion, oxidation and abrasion. Saint-Gobain Coating Solutions

Technical Insulation
Lightweight fire protection, acoustic and thermal insulation for bulkheads, decks, HVAC, technical equipment and OEM constructions. ISOVER - Kaimann

Radomes
Radomes with options for unique styling, delivering the highest radio frequency performance. Saint-Gobain Coating Solutions

High-Performance Flooring
Functional and durable flooring systems. Weber

High-Performance Glass
Glazing solutions for hull, upper structure & interior that check all the boxes: safety, fire, heat, energy efficiency, lightweight, design & cost savings. SageGlass - Vetrotech - Saint-Gobain Sully

FOCUS ON SAINT-GOBAIN SOLUTIONS FOR THE MARITIME SECTOR